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PART (1) Story, Overview, & Goal 

Story 
In Wizard's WARdrobe, you take the role of an apprentice wizard who has busted into the Grand 
Wizard's epic WARdrobe to battle other wizards for magical loot!  

Goal 
Stay alive above 0 HP, and bring your opponents to 0 HP to be the last wizard or team standing!  

Overview 
Wizard's WARdrobe is a wildly strategic, wizard-building & battling game for 1-4 players. WARdrobe 
battles can be free-for-all or in teams, and last 5 to 20 minutes per player. 

Each player starts with 99 Hit Points (HP), two learned spells in hand, and a wizard inventory 
playmat with 8 color & number-coded body locations for items (2 feet, 2 body, 2 hands, 1 head & as 
many accessories [trinkets or familiars] as you want). During your turn you allocate 3 actions to 
cast spells, use items, and grab items from the 8 face-up WARdrobe piles. The more powerful the 
effect, the more actions it costs, so keep an eye out for footwear and familiars that can give you 
extra actions. 

Wizard's WARdrobe is quick to set up and easy to learn: the game pieces laid out almost teach the 
game itself. It is fast-paced (you can start slinging right off the bat) yet highly strategic (with 
dozens of spells and 8 WARdrobe piles to choose equipment from, there are many lines of play). 
This makes each game unique and exciting, so Gear Up & Throw Down in Wizard's WARdrobe! 

Gear Up! The more items you are wearing, the harder you are to hit. The innovative hit roll 

system supports the theme nicely: When a wizard deals damage to other wizards, they roll an 8-
sided hit die and refer to the hit location on each affected players' playmat. If the wizard has an 
item in that location, it is moved to the junk pile and no damage is dealt. If the wizard does not 
have an item in that location, then the damage is rolled and dealt to the wizard's HP. 

Throw Down! There is a vast repertoire of offensive and defensive effects in the base game (over 

200 cards), with more to come in the preset expansion boosters. Once your wizard is suited up 
with synergetic buffs, you are ready to use your spells and items to attack your opponents and 
defend yourself. The last wizard standing wins! 

  



PART (2) Components, Setup, & Play Area 

Components 
4 Wizard Inventory Playmats (including gameplay summary and basics) 
72 Spell Cards (12 each of 6 different schools) 
144 Item Cards (8 different body locations and power ups) 

4 Sets of 2 Card Sliders (used to keep track of Hit Points) 
1 White D4, 1 Green D8, & 1 Black D12 (used individually or together to do make random rolls) 

1 Rulebook (that you are reading now) 

 

 

Setup 
Each player sets their HP to 99 using two card sliders, or pencil and paper. You cannot go above 99 
HP or below 0. Shuffle the deck of spell cards and deal each player 2 learned spells. Keep learned 
spells hidden, in your hand or face-down on the table, until you unleash them. Note the schools of 
your learned spells and try to find matching items in the WARdrobe to support and buff them. 

Shuffle the item cards and divide the pile into 2 roughly equal piles. Then divide those 2 piles into 2 
roughly equal piles, giving you 4 piles. Finally, divide those 4 piles into 2 roughly equal piles, giving 
you 8 total WARdrobe piles. Place them face-down in a square 3x3 grid layout with the spell deck 
in the middle. Flip the top card of each WARdrobe piles face-up, and do this each time the top item 
of a WARdrobe pile is face-down during the game. 



Each player rolls the game dice, D4+D8+D12, and the player with the highest roll goes first. Play 
then proceeds clockwise around the play area until there is only 1 player or team left alive (above 
0 HP). 

On the first round of turns, each player gets 1 action per turn. On the second round of turns, each 
player gets 2 actions per turn. From the third round on, each player gets 3 actions per turn. 
There are many effects that alter the number of actions a player has on their turn, both positive 
& negative, temporary & permanent. There is no limit to the number of actions a player can have, 
and a player always starts their turn with at least 1 action. 

 

Play Area 
Each player places their wizard mat in front of them and keeps their learned spells in their hand 
or off to the side of their wizard mat. The 8 WARdrobe piles are placed within reach of all players 
in a 3x3 grid with the spell deck in the middle. 

Designate an area to use as a junk pile. Items are junked throughout the game by attacks, spell 
effects, or by a wizard intentionally breaking it. Power Ups also go straight to the junk pile after 
moved to your wizard. There are some effects that reuse items in the game, but this can only be 
done once per item, so you may need a secondary junk pile for the unrepairable trash. 

Some players may like to keep track of HP and buffs with a pencil and paper, but this is not 
necessary. You can even assign 1 player who is very good at math to keep track of everyone's HP. 



PART (3) Card Breakdown, & Icon Legend 

Card Breakdown 
There are 2 types of cards in Wizard's WARdrobe: items and spells. Both have similar layouts and 
icons but have some fundamental differences in gameplay. Let's check out this Air Elemental Staff. 

 

Item Cards: There are 8 body locations for items that match the number & color-coded body 

locations on your player mat: 1/2 Feet (Brown), 3/4 Body (Yellow), 5/6 Held (Red), 7 Head (Pink), and 8 
Accessories (Purple). You can have 1 item in each spot except for Accessories, which you can have 
as many as you want, and place them anywhere around your wizard playmat you want, just not in 
other item slots. There are also Power Ups, which don't go on your body, but are used and junked 
immediately when moved to your wizard, unless you have a storage item to save them for later. 

Once an item card reaches the top of a WARdrobe pile it is turned face-up. That item remains 
face-up for the entire game regardless of where it is, even if it is covered up again. 

Each item has 1 or 2 effects, although there are a few special items with 3. Each effect has a 
cost in actions that must be paid in order to use the effect. The action costs range from 0-3 
actions, but could also be always active, triggered, or based on another card attached to it. See 
the 'Icon Legend section' below for more details on the different types of action costs. You can 
use each effect on an item card once per turn unless otherwise specified.  

Spell Cards: There are 6 schools of magic in Wizard's WARdrobe: Fire (Orange), Water (Blue), Earth 

(Green), Air (Grey), Dark (Black), and Light (White). Each element has a unique repertoire of 
offensive and defensive spells, and an outfit that helps a wizard cast and buff those spells. 

Spells, whether learned or attached to an item, remain hidden from other players until you decide 
to use them. Once used, that spell remains face-up on the table until the beginning of your next 
turn, at which point it is turned face down until used again that turn or later on in the game. 

Each player starts the game with 2 learned spells, but can gain access to more by using wizard's 
hats, drinking potions, and taking items that come with spells attached to them. When a spell is 
attached to an item, usually when it is first taken from a WARdrobe pile, that spell remains 
attached face-down to that item for the entire game, even if it is junked. 

Each spell has 1 effect that costs between 1-3 actions. You can only use each spell once per turn, 
but if you have multiple copies of the same spell, you can use each copy once per turn. 



Icon Legend 

The icons at the top right of the cards represent different game information. They are similar for 
both the item and spell card. 

Starting from the top left going clockwise each icon represents: 

• TOP LEFT: The body location for that item, or the spell school. 

 : Accessory – Familiar 8 Purple 

: Accessory – Trinket 8 Purple 

 : Head 7 Pink 

 : Hand 5/6 Red 

 : Body 3/4 Yellow 

 : Foot 1/2 Brown 

 : Power Up <Use & Junk> Cyan 
 

 : Fire 

 : Water 

 : Earth 

 : Air 

 : Light 

 : Dark

• TOP RIGHT: The type of item, or level of the spell, which sets the maximum number of copies. 

 : Relic – only 1 copy per game 

 : Artifact – up to 3 copies per game 

 : Equipment – up to 5 copies per game 

 : Epic – only 1 copy per game 

 : Rare – up to 3 copies per game 

 : Common – up to 5 copies per game 

 The school icons here refers to the specialist outfits: , , , , , ,  ,  

 Foot items always come in pairs. So you could have up to 3 pairs of Wizard's Shoes, 
which are Artifacts. This would give you 6 total Wizard Shoe cards. 

• BOTTOM RIGHT: Whether this card`s effects can be buffed or not. 

: This card`s effects can be buffed 
 

 : This card`s effects cannot be buffed

• BOTTOM LEFT: The main effect function of the item or spell. 

 : Attack 

 : Defense 

 : Buff 
 

 : Spell Casting 

 : Item Control 

 : Action Control

• Action icons as per card effect: Use each item and spell effect your wizard has once per turn. 

 : A number from 0-3 states how many of your actions you must spend to use this effect. 

 : This effect is always active, and/or can be used infinite times per turn. 

 : Use this effect immediately after moving this item to your wizard. 

 : This effect cost is the action cost of one or more of the cards attached to this item. 

 : This effect triggers for no actions when the condition is met. 
 



PART (4) Turns, Actions, & Combat 

Turns & Actions 
During your turn you get 3 actions you can use to grab items, use items, and cast spells. You can 
grab as many items as you want, but each item and spell effect can only be used once per turn. 
Effects cost different amounts of actions depending on how powerful they are. There is no limit 
to how many actions you can get by using boots, familiars, and other items, but you always start 
your turn with at least 1 action.  

Here is a list of things you can use your actions for on your turn: 

•  Action : Move 1 item from the top of a WARdrobe pile to the matching number & color-coded 

body location on your wizard. You can also move items from the top of one pile to another. 

•  Action : Junk an item from your wizard by moving it to the junk pile. 

•  Actions : Drop an item from your wizard to the top of a WARdrobe pile. Keep it and the item 

below it face up. You may do this any time, even during another player's turn, if you end up having 
2 items in 1 location.

Combat 
Once you're suited up, it's time to defeat your opponents. Attack effects are designated, on both 
items and spells, in the bottom left function icon box by the red sword icon. Some attacks say to 
target a single opponent, while others affect each opponent. These mass-effects get around most 
defenses in the game including invisibility and flying. 

To make an attack, first check for defenses, and then make a hit roll by rolling the 8-sided die (D8) 
and referring to the body location number on all affected wizards. If there is an item in that 
location, junk the item, and no damage is dealt. If there is no item in that location, damage is 
rolled and subtracted from that wizard's HP. 

When dealing damage, check which dice are used for that effect, listed in the text, and also if 
that attack has an inherit bonus +__ to its amount. If the effect has a green check icon in the 
lower right square, then add all the relevant buffs, keeping in mind buffs that only affect certain 
schools of spells, ones that just affect spells but not items, and ones that affect all spell and 
item effects. 

PART (5) End Game, & Spirit Form 

End Game 
When a wizard reaches 0 HP they die. When there is only 1 wizard or team left alive (above 0 HP), 
that wizard or team is the winner of the game. If by some chance all players are dead on the 
same turn, the player whose turn it is wins. 

Spirit Form  

Everyone knows wizards don't really die right? If there is still more than 1 wizard left alive, a 
dead wizard becomes a vengeful spirit! In spirit form a wizard does not have their body and items, 
but can still cast learned spells, and gains the ability to learn many more. Once they know a 
healing spell, or another wizard heals them, they can rise from the dead more powerful than one 
could ever imagine! 



Here is how being a Spirit works: 

• You have 3 actions per turn as normal but this can still be changed by spell effects of your own 

or other players. If your action amount was changed before you died, you keep that change. 

• You can cast learned spells only. 

• You can learn the top 2 spells of the spell deck for 1 action. You can do this as many times as 

you want per turn while a spirit. 

• You cannot go below 0 HP. If you are healed, by your own learned spell or by another wizard, you 

come back to life and return to normal play rules. 

• Your body can still be targeted and you are still affected by effects that affect all players. 

• You do not have access to the items on your body or the spells and effects they give. 

• Items on your body can be grabbed by other players like they were on top of a WARdrobe pile. 

• You cannot move, drop, or junk items unless a spell you cast allows you to. 

PART (6) Gameplay Example 

Gameplay Example 
Tracy, a Dark Water wizard, starts their turn with 4 actions due to their pet Dragon familiar 
lending a hand. They use their first action, leaving them with 3, to don their X-Ray Goggles, which 
allows them to grab an item from the top 3 items of a WARdrobe pile instead of just the top, 
face-up item. Tracy finds a Speed Potion Power Up buried in the pile. Tracy uses the one-time 
boost instantly and junks it. This Speed Potion adds 2 actions, giving Tracy a total of 5 now.  

 

Tracy then grabs the buff item that was on top of that WARdrobe pile, the Sapphire Ring. This 
gives them a +10 buff to all their buffable Water spell effects, and leaves them with 4 actions.  

Tracy then uses 2 actions, and the 1 Water spell action from their Wavewalker Boots, to cast 
Tidal Wave off of a Magic Wand; a deadly, mass-damage spell that costs 3 total actions. This leaves 
Tracy with 2 actions. 



 

Since Tidal Wave is an attack spell, Tracy must first make a hit roll to see if she junks items or 
deals damage. Tracy rolls a 5 on their D8 hit roll and refers to the hit location, in this case the 
first Hand spot, on each opponent's playmat. The player to Tracy's left, Pat, doesn't have an item 
in their #5 item location and will take damage. The third player, Lesley, has a Spell Book in their 
hand, which is junked (the spells stay attached to the Spell Book even in the junk pile), but they 
take no damage.  

Tracy rolls the D12+13 damage roll for Tidal Wave. Since it is buffable (green check icon), they also 
include their relevant buffs which are: +10 for Sapphire Ring, +2 for Wavewalker Boots, and a +5 
buff from the Magic Wand itself for an additional +17, giving a total damage roll of D12+30. Tracy 
rolls a 7, dealing 37 damage to Pat. Tracy thinks they have killed Pat, but Pat reminds Tracy of 
their Wavebreaker Cloak that gives a -10 debuff to all negative Water spell effects that affect 
them. This makes the damage 27 instead, leaving Pat at a dangerously low 5 HP! On top of that, 
Tidal Wave, like other Water attack spells, also makes a player lose an action on their next turn 
when they take damage. 

With Pat at death's door, Tracy uses a learned spell, Shadowlash, which skips the hit roll, to 
ensure they inflict lethal damage, and finish Pat off. Since Shadowlash costs 1 action, this will 
leave Tracy with only 1 action left. Shadowlash deals D12 damage, but with Tracy's buffs: 
Sciomancer Hat +4, and Onyx Stud +5, it will be a D12+9 damage roll. Since the minimum roll is 10, 5 
more than Pat's current HP, Tracy does't have to roll damage, and kills Pat. 



 

Now that Pat is dead, and Tracy has 1 action remaining, they will use it to loot an item from Pat's 
corpse. Tracy decides to grab Pat's Badger, one of his two familiars, to get an extra action next 
turn. Tracy then passes the turn to Pat.  

Pat, who is now dead, is in spirit form, and is not entirely out of the game since Lesley is still 
alive. They don't have their items, but can still cast learned spells from the grave and come back 
to life if healed by themselves or another wizard. Alternatively, if everyone is dead, the player 
whose turn it is wins. Pat also got hit with a Tidal Wave last turn, which gives them only 2 
actions to start. 

Unfortunately, Pat doesn't currently know a healing spell, so they have to use the special spirit 
ability and pay 1 action and learn the top 2 spells. Pat gets lucky on their first try and learns 
Minor Healing, a 1 action Light healing spell. Pat casts Minor Healing, D4+D8+5, without buffs, since 
they don't get the benefit of the items on their body. Pat rolls 12 total and is back alive. 

 



 

After getting hit with a Tidal Wave, learning spells from the arcane spirit world for 1 action, and 
casting Minor Healing for 1, Pat has 0 actions left. Thankfully Pat still has an Owl familiar and a 
Wizard Shoe left, which gives them 1 normal action and 1 spell action per turn. Pat sends his Owl 
to cast a vengeful Lightning Bolt back at Tracy. They roll 8 on their hit roll, which is accessories. 
Tracy shuffles their accessories and presents them to Pat face-down. Pat randomly selects 
Tracy's Dragon familiar! Pat avenges their stolen Badger by toasting Tracy's Dragon with a 
Lightning Bolt!  

Pat then uses their last Spell action from their Wizard Shoe to cast Stoneskin, which prevents 10 
damage each time they are damaged, in hopes that they will be able to survive the round, and get 
back in the game. Pat then ends their turn.  

PART (7) Extras. Solitaire, & FAQ 

Custom WARdrobes 
The Wizard's WARdrobe base game comes with a bit of everything, including general wizard's 
clothes and an outfit for each of the elementalists and priests. You can customize this base set if 
you like, and/or mix & match with other base game decks to create a unique play experience. 

Since a Wizard's WARdrobe is always growing, we have expansion sets already planned! Each 
expansion will be a preset booster of mostly new cards with some extra copies of favourites and 
staples to bolster your game. Some of the expansions currently planned are: Witch vs Warrior, 
Biomancer vs Necromancer, Loot of Legend, Quasi-elemental, Alchemist vs Mad Scientist, and the 
party pack: Magician vs Clown. 

The Wizard's WARdrobe base game and expansion come with a balanced number of items for each 
slot, so keep this in mind when customizing your WARdrobe: add and remove a roughly equal amount 
of each item type (you can have extra hand items & accessories, and about half the head items). 

Most important is to keep the specialist outfits in the WARdrobe balanced, as they are tied to the 
spell schools. You should have the exact same items for each set of outfits, otherwise the game 
will be unbalanced. The outfits sets are the base set elementalists: Pyromancer, Hydromancer, 
Geomancer, Aeromancer, Photomancer, & Sciomancer, and the expansion booster Life & Death: 
Biomancer & Necromancer. 

Outfit/School Icons: , , , , , ,  = Life, &  = Death 



In the base game there are the six outfits that you can tell by the spell school icons in the top 
right icon spot. In the Biomancer vs Necromancer expansion booster, Life & Death are introduced. 
Life represents Light, Water, & Earth spells, and Death represents Dark, Fire, & Air spells. 

Achievement Mode 
In achievement mode, players gain one-time bonuses for completing a suit of items or meeting 
some other game condition. To play with Achievements, just state that you are going to use them 
this game and make sure all players are aware of them. 

Each player can only get the bonus from each achievement once per game, and that effect only 
triggers once, the first turn it is achieved. Here is the current list of achievements: 

 Elemental Mage - 6 items from one outfit: Learn top spell of that school. 

 Elemental Master - 12 items from one outfit (complete): learn top spell of that school, 
and gain 1 spell action of that school. 

 Studmaster - 6 Studs: Gain 1 action. 

 Beastmaster - 3 Familiars: Look at the top 3 spells and learn 1. Shuffle the rest back in. 

 Packrat - 2 storage items with items in them: Gain 2 actions to move items. 

 Nice Shoes - Matching pair of foot items: Gain the effects of a 3
rd
 matching copy.  

 Spellslinger - Cast 3 spells in 1 turn: Learn the top spell. 

Solitaire 
The Grand Wizard has unexpectedly returned from his travels! They catch you rummaging through 
their arcane hoard and are furious! It must have been an epic quest, as they are loaded with shiny, 
new, treasures! Prepare yourself apprentice to feel the wrath of the Grand Wizard's WARdrobe! 

[We are currently refining the solitaire rules. Check back soon for them in an updated rulebook.] 

Raiding Wizards 
In this game mode, you throw down with fully deck out wizards! After hearing of the Grand 
Wizard's disappearance, you head off to loot his legendary WARdrobe. You arrive shortly after the 
apprentices threw down, and right at the same time a band of other marauding wizards! Who will 
win the duel and get first pick of the legendary loot! 

In this game mode each player starts with 3 spells instead of 2, and before the game starts, fills 
up their wizard with items until all their slots are full. To do this shuffle the item cards, and 
each player takes a chunk. They start flipping over the top card and putting it in the appropriate 
slot on their wizard inventory playmat. As soon as all 8 slots have items in them, that wizard 
stops and is set to do battle.  

Be warned: These games are fast and furious! Beware of the wizard with the most bling! 

FAQ 
Check here to find answers to common rules questions: 

• It seems like a lot to read? Do you have any tips to learn the cards quicker? 

To help simplify the learning of the cards, start by just reading your two spells and the top 
8 items of the WARdrobe piles. That's just 10 cards to start. Each time a new item or spell is 



revealed, read it, and that way your knowledge will gradually grow. One thing to keep an eye out 
for is that many items have similar images, just re-colored for each school. So once you know 
what one necklace does, you know what they all do. Beyond that, each body location's items have a 
general theme to their effects: boots give actions, trinkets give buffs, body items protect, hats 
give new spells, etc. Learning these rough categories will also aid in card knowledge. 

• Can effects that are not buffable be affected by Night Strike & Sure Strike? 

No, they cannot. Since those 2 spells are designated as Buffs , they cannot affect non-
buffable effects. The Night Strike or Sure Strike effects will carry over to your next buffable 
attack, this turn or in a future turn. 

• Can you stack multiple defenses? How about defending effects that attack twice? 

There are currently a few types of defenses in Wizard's WARdrobe, and they can be stacked 
unless they use the same keyword. The 2 types of defenses that have a keyword and a die roll to 
determine their success are Dodging and Deflecting. You must always roll 5+ to succeed, but 
sometimes the die rolled is a D8 (giving you a 50% of success) or a D12 (giving you a 67% of 
success). So you could be invisible via the Invisibility spell, using the Magic Mirror that Deflects, 
and drink a Flight Potion which dodges, but you could not also gain the benefits of casting the 
Flight Spell, which also dodges. 

How could one get through all these defenses you ask? All defenses only work against 
effects that say target player or opponent. So all mass effect spells (about 1 in 6), ones that say 
each player or opponent, always get through all defenses (and turn off invisibility effects).  

There are a few effects that attack twice for one use of their effect. Each Defense is on a 
per-attack basis, so you would get to defend against each attack separately.  

• What happens if a storage item is moved or junked with items in it? Can you put storage items 
in another storage item? 

If a storage item is moved or junked, all the items inside go with it, and all spells attached 
to all items stay attached. If that item is fixed or moved again, everything inside moves with it. 

You can nest storage items inside one another but you cannot use or target anything inside 
the nested storage item until it is moved back to its location. In fact no item can be used unless 
it is in its proper body location. For example, if you had a backpack with a sack inside of it, and 
inside that sack you had a scroll. You could not cast the spell on that scroll, nor could you even 
move that scroll to your hand or inside the backpack. You can't even move anything to or from the 
sack in your backpack until it's moved back to your hand. You would first have to move the sack to 
your hand in order to gain access to the scroll. You could then move the scroll to your other hand 
and cast the spell on it. 

• What happens if Air Elemental hits an item and I have 2 in that spot? Do I have to take the item? 
Would it still junk it? 

Anytime you have 2 items in one spot due to any effect, you must drop 1 for free to the top 
of any WARdrobe pile using the drop action. You do not have to take the item, hence the 'may' in 
the wording. If you don't take the item you still junk it. 



I'm new to dice of strange shapes. Can you explain them to me? 

The White D4, Green D8, Black D12 are the dice used individually or together to make random 
rolls. The number refers to the number of sides. The D8 gets used more often as it is also used to 
make hit rolls when attacking. 

 

 [We are still fleshing out the FAQ. 
If you have any questions yourself, please let us know so we can add it here.] 


